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Abstract: As a part of the Digital Drawing teaching strategy in Prince of 
Songkla University International College, the aim of this research is to 
investigate the efficiency of learning art fundamentals through digital 
illustration techniques relying on tutorial-based classes and hands-on 
learning systems. Practical aspects of given class assignments which put the 
main emphasis on commercial digital illustrations in combination with art 
fundamentals as well as strong and weak points of this approach are 
presented. Techniques used in class assignments should provide 
fundamental knowledge of digital art linked with the needs of character 
design, game assets and concept art creation which represent the key point 
of this course.  
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1. Introduction  
 
With the advancement of digital technology and the rapid development of digital graphic 
business demand, the courses of art majors pay more and more attention to the arrangement of 
digital illustration courses. As a connection course between basic courses and professional 
courses, as well as a practical consideration in the employment of students, we should pay 
attention to cultivating students to understand the commercial illustration market, deeply grasp 
and flexibly use various software technologies, grow rapidly in actual project needs and 
mainstream style learning, master the learning method and continue the development of art [1]. 
 
In a digital age, art teachers feel the need now more than ever to advocate for their programs. 
A digital arts curriculum can serve as a powerful advocacy tool [2]. Technology is increasingly 
being recognized as an essential learning tool for promoting the social, linguistic, and cognitive 
development of young students [3]. 
 
To Art teachers and other professionals, the following is an important topic: the effects of the 
new technology on artistic creativity. Does use of the new technology act as an aid to a child’s 
artistic development, or is it an obstacle? Does it improve creative art work, or not? [4]. 
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In Teacher Education, psychomotor skills form a very important set or skills that need to be 
acquired by the student teachers to satisfy overall teaching and present employability skills 
requirements. Most of the research in teacher Education has dealt with Cognitive and Affective 
domain [5].  
 
In this paper is presented hands-on system learning by implementing art fundamentals into 
techniques used for digital imagery creations. Simplified set of drawing exercises is created 
according to complexity of tasks that will progress from guided response through basic 
proficiency ending with independently created final artwork piece. Efforts are made in 
developing concept of exercises with limited number of implemented art fundamentals where 
each of them produces effect of satisfaction for aesthetically pleasing accomplished task and 
therefore, motivation for the further challenge. This type of motivation is driving force for 
psychomotor skills development and raising the bar of standards for teacher education as well.  
 
Research, therefore, aims to develop a new concept of the Digital Drawing classes where the 
main emphasis is put on disciplines related primarily to digital illustration used in animation 
and concept art. Compiling all art fundamentals into a single assignment or exercise did not 
give desired results in terms of aesthetic and software usage standards in industry which was 
previous practice of this course. Due to limited time in one semester, attention should not be 
dedicated to complex tasks of mastering anatomy, perspective and composition, but rather 
focusing on rendering techniques of a single motive that include observational drawing, line 
work, lighting and values and color harmonies. Dedicating exercises for each of those 
fundamentals separately is a focused practice that provides more tangible results gradually 
progressing to complex tasks.  
 
2. Research Objectives  
 
While free drawing is of primary importance in character design for animation and concept art, 
this research is focusing on starting point in learning digital techniques processes and tools to 
build foundation for the further development in visual design. Techniques cannot replace free 
drawing skills entirely, but they can increase efficiency and motivation in drawing studies, 
reduce difficulties at the beginner’s stage and provide valuable experience through satisfactory 
results. 
 
Towards this end, the following goals will be achieved: 
 

- Applying strategy of teaching art fundamentals through set of exercises that are 
complement each other in linear progression of tasks complexity 

- Developing assignments related to digital illustration used in concept art that will 
provide more practical knowledge of digital tools usage and give motivation for further 
development in visual design 

- Providing tutorials (teaching demonstrations) and hands-on system learning (one on 
one consultations) simultaneously in order to enhance quality of the artworks made in 
class and increase interactivity and student’s engagement in class activities 
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- Breaking down complex tasks (quality) into a set of simplified exercises (quantity) to 
provide better understanding of fundamental knowledge in practical purposes and 
manageable way of achieving desired results  

 
2. Literature Review  
 
It is illustrated images that capture the imagination, that remain with the viewer and that 
inextricably tie moments in one’s personal history with the present. From the moment that small 
children are introduced to illustrated books through to their admiring record and CD sleeves of 
their teens and early twenties, illustrations play a part in defining important moments and periods 
in time. On a grander scale, it is fair to say that illustration has recorded man’s achievements, 
interpreting them in a way not possible before the birth of photography. Contemporary illustration 
may work in less majestic surroundings, but its roots within the magazine racks, bookshelves and 
record collections of our homes stand as testament to the importance we place on the art of the 
discipline [6]. 
 
"Chahua" in Chinese is similar with illustration in English. As for its’ exposition, illustration can 
be expounded into case, example, explanation, iconography and illustration. It is an art form that 
expresses some things, explains objectives, narrates a certain process, describes realms of fantasy. 
Based on digital and new media technology, digital illustration is an art that integrates human 
rational thinking and artistic inspiration through digital methods. With the development of 
information technology, digital illustration art is now permeating into all aspects of life [7]. 
 
2.1 Digital illustrations 
 
Computer illustration or digital illustration is the use of digital tools to produce images under 
the direct manipulation of the artist, usually through a pointing device such as a tablet or a 
mouse. It is distinguished from computer-generated art, which is produced by a computer using 
mathematical models created by the artist. It is also distinct from digital manipulation of 
photographs, in that it is an original construction "from scratch". (Photographic elements may 
be incorporated into such works, but they are not necessarily the primary basis or source for 
them.) [17] 
 
We can investigate the digital illustration artworks in two main captions according to their 
process; such as created with vector-based software (Adobe, Illustrator, Corel Draw, etc. 
software) and created with pixel-based software (such as Adobe Photoshop, Art Rage, 
Procreate, Corel Paint, Gimp, etc.). Vector-based productions are like mathematical formulas; 
they have a feature which the results don’t change and any loss will occur even if the size of 
the artwork will change. On the other hand, the pixel-based software forcing artists to make a 
choice at the beginning of the process about which size will the artwork exhibited and printed 
or at least it must be a close size to ideals. Against the pixel-based productions have a flexible 
feature in the context of functions, they might occur some problems called pixelations which 
appears like boxes that we actually don't have to see and the reasons that make them appear are 
starting to work with small sizes and then deciding to make it bigger or printed as big sizes. 
The real power of these produced digital illustrations increased gradually via graphic-tablets. 
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The artist who uses the tablet can easily create the desired illustration in a digital environment 
by drawing on a screen or an apparatus attached to the screen as a drawing with a pen. [9].  
 
With the expansion of the commercial needs of digital illustrations and the development of 
digital technology, art majors in many colleges have offered courses such as commercial 
illustrations and digital illustrations, and some universities have set up new majors. The 
commercial application of illustrations is becoming wider and wider, and the emerging digital 
technology updates are changing with each passing day. As such a traditional art professional 
course with the characteristic of new era, it has strong practicality and high speed of knowledge 
update frequency, so it is inevitable to face with more problems in the teaching 
process [8]. 
 
Line art 
 
Drawing with lines is a skill that can be learned with intention and practice. On a basic level, 
drawing with lines helps you communicate with the 65 percent of people who are visual 
learners. Practicing drawing with lines can enhance creativity and alter brain. Dartmouth 
College psychologist Alexander Schlegel demonstrated this in a study by scanning students’ 
brains before and after they took a three-month course in observational drawing or painting. 
As a result of the consistent practice, the researchers found that the brains of the students 
literally evolved in the areas that support creative thinking [2]. 
 
Line-art illustrations are effective artistic tools for conveying shapes, shading, and materials of 
complex objects. A variety of techniques have been developed to illustrate static and opaque 
3D objects in line-art styles [10]. 
Line art rendering of freeform shapes has had significant attention in recent years. The attempt 
to create aesthetic and pleasing synthetic line art pen-and-ink illustrations has been surprisingly 
successful. This non-photo-realistic rendering technique stands in contrast with traditional 
computer graphics rendering methods, such as ray tracing and radiosity, that strive for a 
complete photo-realism [11].   
 
Lighting and shading 
 
Objects are seen through the action of light which they reflect to the eye in different degrees 
and of different colors, and every object appears lighter on one side, darker on the opposite 
side, and throws a shadow upon some other object. Objects are visible because of contrasts of 
light and dark, each one appearing either lighter or darker than its surroundings, or appearing 
lighter than the background in one part and darker in another. If two objects of the same color 
reflect light equally to the eye, they appear of the same value, and if any part of one is in front 
of the other, its outline in this part cannot be seen [12]. 
 
Objects are seen under very different illuminations; they may be exposed to direct light, either 
sun light, moon light, or any artificial light, and this light may be strong or weak; or they may 
be seen under the diffused light of a gray day, or of a room with shaded windows, or of a star 
light night. The direct light may come from one source or from several, and the diffused light 
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may be strong or weak, though to a less extent than direct light.  
 
It is evident that the effects produced by these different lights must be so numerous and so 
varied that to formulate rules for the production of light and shade drawings is impossible. But 
by study of the effects certain principles may be discovered which will help the student of light 
and shade just as the study of the principles of free—hand perspective aids in the study of 
outline drawing [12]. 
 
Vector graphics 
 
The advantages of vector graphics in terms of typically small storage costs and high 
reproduction quality are widely known not only with respect to print but also on-screen. 
However, when vector graphic illustrations are processed (import, export, and manipulation in 
vector graphics packages such as CORELDRAW), potentially attached information in form of 
text files about what is depicted will most certainly get lost. Thus, it is of great benefit if this 
additional information can be embedded within the graphic itself. The embedded information 
has to be stored in such a way that it does not get lost when applying common geometrical 
transformations. For example, typical transformations used in vector graphics processing such 
as translation, rotation, scaling, and even partial zooming must not destroy the information 
embedded within the graphic. The additional information should also not get lost when 
changing from one standard format to another (e. g., PDF to POSTSCRIPT) [13]. 
 
3. Research Methodology 
 
Learning digital illustration requires a solid knowledge of art fundamentals combined with 
understanding of the software tools. For that reason, these two components should complement 
each other as an integral part of assignments tailored to cater needs for animation, game art, 
concept art, graphic design or purely for digital illustration. 
Assignments are divided in two basic categories: bitmap and vector graphics. Bitmap section 
is then divided into three sub-categories that implement following art fundamentals:  
 

1. Line work 
2. Lighting and values 
3. Color and texture 

 
To increase efficiency of focused practice in limited time conditions, art fundamentals that 
require more advanced drawing skills and great amount of self-study (anatomy, perspective 
and composition) are excluded from teaching units. Focused practice in digital drawing classes 
includes basic skills of creating a single visual motif (for example a piece of fabric) gradually, 
from line work to full rendered and colored object. Each set of exercises are related to the 
corresponding tasks from art fundamentals and software knowledge in linear manner – from 
the easiest to more complex tasks.  By the end of each section, students are able to apply 
knowledge from the previous exercises together in final assignments and later to the final 
project. Sight-size methodology approach is used in each task that is based on details extraction 
from the given image reference. 
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3.1 Making marks and line stroke exercises 
 
Introducing students with basics of observational drawing, digital drawing tools and 
functions, brush settings, layer use and navigation through Adobe Photoshop interface is 
covered in the first set of exercises that are focusing on line work. In first exercise, students 
are required to trace given drawing reference in order to enforce creating controlled and 
accurate lines using pen tool in Adobe Photoshop. At the same time, this was introduction 
with the pen tablet and software tool so it is important for starting phase to be released from 
any pressure of creative problem solving and memorizing multiple software functions at the 
beginning. Tracing faded lines od given illustration, gives an effect of satisfaction with 
achieved result similar to coloring book (figure 1).  
 

 
 

Fig. 1: Exercise 1 – tracing line drawing using pen tool in Adobe Photoshop. 
 
3.2 Observation and geometrical sketch 
 
Observational drawing is crucial for animation, even if drawing itself does not figure in the 
final outcome of a film project. It is not merely concerned with the accurate representation of 
something that is seen, but a process of recognition and record. Observation is, in essence, the 
process of learning to see [14]. At this point, students are getting introduced with brush tool 
and brush settings which will be the most frequently used in digital illustrations. Also, it is the 
start of observational stage where we are focusing on capturing the main proportions of the 
human head and face features. Reference image of human face is set by side and blank canvas 
page is created with identical dimensions of the image. Measuring distance from the head parts 
and the edge of the page facilitates capturing the main proportions of the head, but still not 
heavily relying on guides like in case of using modular mask. Starting with simple geometrical 
forms, we are creating rough volume on top of which we build up additional details. Lines will 
be thicker and darker in areas of deep and occlusion shadows and thinner and brighter in areas 
affected by light source. Limitation by using only lines prevents inclination towards aesthetics 
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of rendering and blending details and keep the main focus on line quality which is the main 
condition for believable drawing. (Figure 2). 
 

 
 

Fig. 2: Traced drawing from the reference (left) and geometrical sketch (right). 
 
Accuracy in replicating the reference image is not of crucial importance and with that in mind, 
we are reducing risk of stiffening lines which are, more then often, result of efforts to achieve 
likeness with the reference. Essential points that should be adopted from this exercise are: 
 

1. Capturing rough volume of the main masses  
2. Using fast line strokes 
3. Avoiding uniformed lines  

 
Capturing rough volume of the head and torso parts sets proportions and guidelines for 
additional visual elements which we build with fast and smooth line strokes that create 
sharpness in details. Lastly, by placing dark line accents that are mainly located in areas of 
eyes, ears, nose and connections with the fabric of the clothes, we indicate cast and occlusion 
shadows that help creating illusion of three-dimensional forms (figure 3).  
 

 
 
Fig. 3: Example of uniformed, decorative lines (left) and variety of lines that describe volume 

and different surfaces in final sketches from Exercise 2. 
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Translating image into line drawings requires a great amount of practice regardless of 
observational skill. A single line should replace a shadow to suggest volume or underlying 
structure. This is the part where understanding anatomy takes place and for that reason, students 
are allowed to trace reference image in order to memorize important locations and type of lines 
they will use to describe certain elements of the face before they start drawing by observation. 
Images that are faded are usually lacking middle values created by diffuse lighting that allow 
us to read volume/roundness of the forms.  On the other side, over saturated or images that are 
lacking dark and light contrasts provide insufficient amount of visual information required for 
details emphasis. Therefore, it is a good practice to use desaturated images with full range of 
values from black to white as a reference (figure 5). 
 

 
 

Fig. 4: Example of reference image with full range of values from black to white (Left) and 
image with faded middle values. 

 
3.3 Indication of three-dimensional forms 
 
When creating illusion of three-dimensional forms, we indicate light sources and areas with 
absence of light (shadows). Fourth exercise focuses on lighting and shading by using smooth 
gradients that can be achieved most efficiently with soft brush tool. The exercise file consists 
of three identical stylized heads with different light source indicated with blue arrows (figure 
6). Scenes are set to be under artificial indoor light that creates one light source and clear 
shadows that are easy to identify.  
 
Light indoors has a very different character from that found outside, the biggest difference 
being that falloff is a significant factor indoors. Falloff affects all man-made lights and light 
coming from windows, but in sunlight (either direct or diffused by cloud) it is not noticeable 
because the sun is so far away. When human beings are in control of the light source there is 
an added twist in that the light is often designed for a specific purpose [15].  
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Students are required to render all heads according to the light source using soft brush tool that 
is pen pressure sensitive and allows creating smooth gradient efficiently.   
 
Basic types of light representation that should be evident in artworks are:  

- Specular reflection that occurs in area where light source hitting the object with the 
highest intensity 

- Diffuse light - usually in area of transition from specular reflection to shades 
- Diffuse reflection light bounced from other environmental objects (I.E. table)   

 
Basic types of shadows that we should identify in artworks are: 

- Cast shadow 
- Form shadow 
- Occlusion shadow  
- the darkest parts of the shadow are usually at the points of contact 

 

 
 
Fig. 5: Exercise 4, example (on the left) for using soft brush tool and locating lights and shades. 
 
At this stage understanding of value range is of crucial importance as it will affect color quality 
in later phase. Important points we take into consideration when learning lighting and values 
are: 
• Focal point is created by values of drawing or painting 
• Light against dark creates a high contrast which immediately draw human eye and, by 
this way, creates a focal point of interest 
• Illusion of depth is created by values (I.E. landscape scene where objects in front are in 
low value key (darker) and far in distance in high (lighter) value keys 
• Illusion of three-dimensional forms is created by lower and higher values 
 
3.4 Blending, rendering and coloring 
 
Blending and rendering exercises include applying practice from lighting and shading through 
rendering surfaces with different quality. Starting with blending rough transitions from dark to 
light in order to achieve smooth gradients, we have opportunity to use other blending tools 
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besides Soft Brush such as Smudge tool and Mixer Brush tool. This type of blending techniques 
is applied in exercise number 5. (figures 6).  
 

 
 
Fig. 6: Example from exercise 5 – blending rough transitions from dark to light color values 

into smooth gradients. 
 
Fifth exercise does not require free drawing and it is purely introduction with blending tools 
used widely in digital illustrations. Besides tools introduction this is an indicator of how 
students perceive realistic transitions from rough indication of shades in drawing to fully 
rendered images in digital painting (figure 7). 
 

 
 
Fig. 7: Transition from line drawing (left - exercise 3) through rough indication of shadows 

(middle – exercise 6) to fully rendered digital painting (right – exercise 7). 
 

Exercise number 11 requires using hard brushes that could be customized for rendering rough 
surfaces such as stone textures. It represents transitional phase from observational drawing and 
relying on reference image to formulaic drawing (from imagination). In this assignment 
information about student’s progress is more evident due to challenge of selective detail 
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extraction from the reference image. Also, this exercise made a clear difference between three 
types students based on skill level and participation: 
 

1. Students with previous drawing experience 
2. Students without previous experience who mimic teaching demonstration 
3. Students without previous drawing experience that face difficulties in extracting details 

from the reference image or in following teaching demonstrations 

Paint patches are placed next to each other to simulate rough transitions (figure 8). Keeping 
brush strokes loose and color picking from the local area, we gradually build a structure that 
suggests randomness we can find in objects from the nature. Starting with large brush tips at 
the beginning, we establish the main source of light, places covered in deep shadow and middle 
values. Reference image serves purpose only as a rough guideline for determining light values 
and shape of the stone.  
 

 
 
Fig. 8: Exercise 11 – process of painting rough materials with customized rough brush tool. 
 
3.5 Vector pictorial style 
 
Even though we have available functions and tools for realistic representations of visual 
elements, the ability to create precise, scalable and layered images is the main reason why 
vector-based software is widely used in industry.  
Digital illustration vector imagery is composed of shape objects that are composed of 
“data points,” called “vertices”; or in Inkscape, “nodes,” which are placed in 2D space, by 
using X, Y coordinates. Lines, arcs, or curves then connect the vertex points together [16]. 
 
The final set of exercises (from 12 to 14) is introduction with vector software Adobe Illustrator 
and pictorial style of illustrations often called clip art. Exercises 12 and 13 are crafted 
specifically for the purpose of converting traditional drawings or bitmap images to vector 
graphics. During this process, basic tools and functions are introduced (figure 9). 
Simplicity of this exercise is in focus on multiple functions in single tool using default keyboard 
shortcuts for increasing speed and efficiency in graphics creation. For example, pen tool can 
be converted into direct selection tool (Ctrl key) and curvature tool (Alt key). This exercise, 
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besides basic functions, utilizes pen tool on the way that forces students to get used to using 
shortcuts and understand principles of line points (anchors) manipulation.     
 
Depending on pictorial style of individual artist, line work can be a highly visible part of 
illustration and often represents a visual element that define appearance of forms and their 
relationship contributing significantly to image clarity. In 2D animation, line work helps to 
read visual elements quickly leading viewer’s eye towards focal point (action). Line work is 
referring on contour line that suggests three-dimensional forms and perspective which is 
different than outline that only represents a contour of the overall shape (silhouette). Second 
part of this assignment is dedicated to shapes manipulation and ability to create stylized 
illustrations by using basic geometrical shapes only (circles and rectangles). Grayscale 
reference images (figure 9, in the middle) served as a reference for replicating forms of the 
faces with additional color swatches for utilizing eye dropper tool to sample colors from them. 
Ability to break down complex forms into more simple geometrical shapes is required to 
successfully accomplish this task and it is heavily connected with Gestalt Principles and the 
Law of Prägnanz (Good figure law of simplicity). Human eye tends to reorganize complex 
shapes into simpler components which is applied as a method of image creation in this task 
(figure 9, on the right). Gestalt principles are crucial for creating professional page layout in 
graphic design as they appear constantly in different combinations (usually not all of the 
principles in one artwork).  
 
Manipulating with line thickness using width tool is transitional phase of enhancing line work 
in digital illustrations which is the main emphasis in exercise 13. Line thickness or line weight 
is often referring as line quality and it plays crucial part in suggesting light source, occlusion 
shadows (fabric folds or limbs connections in character design) and three-dimensional forms 
as mentioned previously. Line quality, besides providing higher level of readability also 
enhances appearance of illustration making visual elements more dynamic and natural which 
is the most evident with cartoon style of imagery especially for suggesting the movements of 
the characters. 
 
Translating complex forms from the photo image to simplified and clean geometrical shapes is 
the next challenge that students will face in exercise number 14. Task consists of a photograph 
converted into illustration on the half way done. Students need to complete illustration by 
mimicking pictorial style of the finished part (figure 10). It is opportunity to apply all functions 
learned in previous exercises including: line work, shapes manipulation, coloring and ability 
to simplify complex forms (Prägnanz or law of simplicity).  
 
In line work, variety of thickness needs to be obtained similarly as in given reference image 
taking, at the same time, into consideration the main light source and curves smoothness. 
Shapes manipulation includes color blocks (base color), indication of shades and highlights. In 
both of these categories’ simplification is required in order to achieve desired appearance of 
the artwork.  
 
Completing successfully all given tasks, students will be equipped with the basic skill set 
needed for creating digital artworks for variety of purposes. Illustrators in general, are in great 
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degree interested in creative sensibility filtering through imagery and using different digital or 
analogue techniques. Today, job of illustrator, includes dealing with personal, symbolic and 
conceptual language rather than just expression of writer’s ideas. Because of many changes 
that happened in this field, affected mainly by development of digital technology, there are 
opportunities available to illustrators in terms of self-expression.  
 

 
 

Fig. 9: Exercise 10 – basic tools and functions in vector-based software. 
 

 
 

Fig. 10: Exercise 14 – advanced illustration techniques and mimicking pictorial style. 
 
 
3.6 Progress Checkpoints and preliminary reviews as tools for data collection and 

comparative analysis 
 
Progress checkpoints are quick one-on-one consultations during practical work in classes 
where student has opportunity to address specific problem, ask for advise or additional 
demonstration of process. Those checkpoints provide information about each individual that 
include: 
 

- Understanding the objective of the exercise  
- Understanding software tools and functions in given task  
- Ability to apply process of graphic creation based on given tutorial 
- Free drawing skill level acquired before taking course 
- Student’s overall engagement in class activities 
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In first week of classes, information is recorded (in form of notes) for each category in order 
to determine average speed of class demonstrations. For example, if collected data show higher 
level of understanding software tools and functions, tutorials will exclude excessive time 
dedicated for repeating certain processes and will move faster to the next step.  
Progress notes are taken in each class for tracking linear progression from the first exercise to 
the last one (figure 11).  
 

 
 

Fig. 11: Progress notes. Example of student’s progress. 
 

Preliminary reviews are assignments submitted for feedback before the final evaluation. 
Feedback session include artworks corrections on the spot (in online class) along with verbal 
explanations and advises to demonstrate process of enhancing clarity and aesthetic. One-on-
one session is provided for each student based on individual preferences of graphic styles or 
issues encountered during learning process. Such feedbacks should reduce chances of making 
errors in practical works, clarify objectives of given tasks and most importantly, encourage 
students to increase quality of work according to their capabilities. 
 
4. Results 
 
According to the quality of produced artworks (excluding the final project), we can classify 
improvements by following categories:  
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- Quality of line 
- Range of values (illusion of three-dimensional objects by adding lights and shades) 
- Rendering quality 
- Use of color 

 

 
 
Fig. 12: Progress from exercise number 2 (on the left) and exercise number 3 (on the right) 

in quality of line and observation. 
 
Quality of line or line width the best indicator of drawing progress which is evident with 8 
students out of 13. (figure 12). Improvements in line, we can see in variations of thickness 
where thicker and darker stroke occurs in areas with occlusion shadows and those less affected 
with the light source. That leads us to the second category where understanding of the basic 
brush settings and observational skills in terms of capturing light and dark areas takes the place. 
At this stage, 13 students showed good understanding of lighting and shading in exercise 4, but 
that number dropped to 6 in exercise 7 where they need to apply lighting and shading to more 
complex forms (features of the human face). Dropping number of successfully accomplished 
assignments in exercise 7 is affected greatly with the lack of anatomy knowledge which 
disturbed their focus from the value range. Rendering in fifth exercise is completed 
successfully by 11 students while, in the same category, this number dropped to 7 in exercise 
11 where the main focus was painting rough material using hard brush tool. Keeping random 
brush strokes and adding high and low intensity contrasts was the most difficult part as we 
cannot rely heavily on the image reference, but rather on extracting visual information which 
provide the highest readability (clarity) of our painted object giving, on that way, impression 
of three-dimensional sharp forms. Finally, in use of color, 13 students proved a solid 
understanding of color harmonies and basic techniques of coloring digital portrait painting. 
 
Teaching digital illustration or digital art in general is evolution in which teaching strategies 
mature, adapt and innovate, due to groups with different interests and ways of thinking in each 
semester. Also, the students present different levels of prerequisites, which assume the 
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conceptual demand of the subject and teacher has to propose examples adapted to each group, 
address their explanations in such a way to achieve the greatest possible understanding of the 
topics covered.   
 
4.1 Evaluation 
 
Rubric score system is created based on four categories listed above and each section puts 
emphasis on different criteria depending on types of tasks in each assignment (figure 13). On 
that way evaluation process provides fair amount of time that students need in order to improve 
their skills in each section by gradual linear progression. 
 
Quality of line criteria need to be fulfilled by identifying efforts for achieving variety of lines. 
This requirement involves only one art fundamental – line. Smoothness and variations of line 
thickness and intensity applied consistently in the whole artwork would be requirement for the 
final project. In exercises section, this requirement needs to serve purpose only as an evidence 
of proper tool settings usage and it carries one point. 
 
Excluding all other art fundamentals, range of values needs to provide an evidence of proper 
tools settings and ability to indicate source of light and areas of shadows. It does not require 
free drawing skills, and students can focus only on importance of value range to achieve illusion 
of three-dimensional forms. 
 
Rendering quality refers on the way how lights and shadows are applied on specific surface. 
After deeper understanding of basic lighting, attention needs to be dedicated to transitions from 
light to dark and how those transitions will appear on different materials (smooth or rough 
surface for example). This stage involves polishing previously acquired skills adding more 
variety of tool usage.  
 
Use of color is a section limited only to basic understanding of color harmonies and different 
ways of adding color to previously finished black and white artworks. Criteria is formed to 
provide an evidence for proper tools usage and coloring techniques knowledge that will be 
needed for the final project.  
 
Rubric criteria follow these four sections from the first exercise to the final project where all 
knowledge partially learned needs to be applied in one artwork. The most obvious difference 
from the previous Digital Drawing grading criteria is creativity requirement. Creative process 
is completely excluded from the grading criteria due to following reasons: 

- A solid amount of technical skills is needed in order to apply them in creative processes 
- Learning creative processes is a great distraction during software training as students 

cannot keep the same amount of focus in both areas 
- Creative processes will be learned in advanced subjects such as Drawing for Animation 

or Principles of Layout and Idea Generation where students will not have enough time 
to learn software, but rather applying skills that are already acquired in Digital Drawing 
subject 
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Evaluation screens limited to criteria mentioned above provided more measurable parameters 
in estimating student’s efforts regardless of their skill level. Comparing to the previous 
evaluation practices, these criteria leave less space for subjectively driven decisions of 
evaluator which is often a common issue in visual design subjects. 
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Fig. 13: Rubric assessment criteria for the first 6 exercises. 
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6. Discussion and Conclusion 
 
According to the final outcome of accomplished assignments, we can identify a strong point of 
hands-on learning system in Digital drawing classes. Breaking down a complex task into 
several small and simplified ones gave solid results in understanding process of digital imagery 
creation. Common types of exercises regarding art fundamentals include individual dedication 
to each fundamental such as line, color, light and value etc. More than often, those 
fundamentals are taught through generic or abstract forms (for example sphere, cube, cylinder) 
in order to emphasize a specific objective of study. Even though this approach has proven 
results in art studies, in Digital Drawing classes we need to adapt to the following 
circumstances: 
 

- Limited time of study (one semester) 
- Need for digital assets creation (games, animation, VFX) 
- Different student’s profiles (majority is not interested purely in art) 

 
Considering mentioned circumstances, teaching strategy needs constant adjustments and 
improvements to keep up to date with high demands of creative industry and understanding 
digital tools. Moreover, keeping student’s motivation through simple but effective assignments 
can provide better connection with the nature of study (in this case digital media). Rather then 
a separate art subject detached from other design disciplines, Digital Drawing can offer 
approaches of learning art fundamentals directly through character design, game assets creation 
or concept art focusing on representational applied art such as digital illustration. 
 
Weak point we encountered with this learning system is too large gap between level of 
complexity in certain exercises. For example, in exercise 6, students are required to render 
roughly lights and shades in line portraits they did in exercise 3. Rough rendering does not 
focus on any detail, but rather locating basic types of shadows and light accents. From this 
point, creating a fully rendered and high polished portrait is too big challenge for students who 
do not have previous drawing experience. It resulted with parts of artworks that can be 
perceived as unfinished, too rough or sketchy (figure 14). Room for improvements in 
complexity of exercises is less evident in exercise 11 where students basically need to use 
customized brush tool during the whole process. Instead, exercise 10 could provide more 
opportunities of using hard brush to make more smooth transition tool setting differences 
(figure 15). 
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Fig. 14: Dropping quality of artworks due to large gap in tasks complexity. 
 

 
 

Fig. 15: Transition from using soft and hard brush for painting different materials. 
 
Digital Drawing is a complex discipline that is developed based on professional preferences 
and therefore it can differ depending on professional needs of each individual. For example, in 
the set of tutorials related to illustration for character design anatomy knowledge is of primary 
importance while for industrial design purposes, those tutorials will put emphasis mainly on 
understanding of perspective and product design. Digital illustration tutorial-based classes with 
hands on experience is one of the ways to overcome difficulties in learning free drawing 
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providing, at the same time, an introduction to universal software tools widely used in other 
design disciplines in further studies and in industry.  
 
6.1 Misconceptions about focused practice  
 
The word focus, at first glance, means a singular place we would like to be at some point in the 
future. The future might be a year or a couple of years from now. The word focus might also 
imply that there are many distractions, as we are focusing on one thing inferring to things we 
have a specific point that we're trying to reach and we inherently know that we have to 
downplay or maybe even ignore many other prospects.  
 
Having a focus is not the same thing as knowing the direction to take due to non-linear direction 
in art practice. Preparing to become an animator in the film industry, for example, is a focus, 
but from there, if we draw the straight line and limit ourselves strictly by focusing primarily on 
animation tools, we run the risk of unconsciously shutting out any turns we might have to take 
along the way. It is very restrictive thinking about preparation for a particular job we are trying 
to obtain in the future in industry as the process of learning to be an animator, as mentioned, 
requires fundamental drawing skills rather than learning animation software which is often 
perceived as a career goal by students. Creating a professional looking motion graphic requires 
a high level of graphic design skills that, again, requires fundamental knowledge of principles 
of design rooted in principles of art. The concept of digital media curriculum, therefore, should 
include a multidisciplinary approach to teaching visual communication fundamentals and 
providing a basic skill set required in the creative industry. 
 
Setting sights on concept art job is the most evident misconception. First and most often 
mistake is disbalance between investing time and energy in learning the software (I.E. 
Photoshop and Zbrush) and studying visual communication. Software is ephemeral part of the 
learning tools as it is changing faster from year to year and, software knowledge itself will be 
outdated in near future. Ability to communicate ideas visually is essential skill that separates 
one artist from others regardless on tool usage in process. That leads us to another most 
common mistake which is disbalance in resources of study. While studying concept art by 
referencing other concept artists, is a part of learning process towards skills and techniques, it 
should not be our primary focus as we would run a great risk of replicating existent art feeding 
our brain with old ideas. Being able to incorporate life experiences and things we observed and 
analyzed in the world around us is the fundament of creating new original designs. Constant 
process of renewing visual library, recalling interesting visuals to combine into one whole or 
to initiate an idea as a starting point of visual research is in the essence of being a concept artist. 
It involves growing in system of beliefs creating a personal, unique approach to visual 
communication while developing skill set in learning new software and that approach creating 
pictorial style that employers in industry are searching for. Designs of a concept artist should 
convey meanings that fit in the context of our world and understand the subject matter through 
literature and personal cultural experiences which is not possible to be delivered by a teacher.    
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The concept of digital media curriculum should include multidisciplinary approach to teaching 
visual communication fundamentals and providing a basic skill set required in creative 
industry. Digital drawing class strategy is trying to establish connection between theoretical 
understanding of principles of art and practical aspect of those principles applied in digital 
illustration. 
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